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Q#1: Encircle the correct option.     /8 

1- We read with our ------------- 

   i-hands    ii-eyes      iii- tongue     

2- We use our nose to------------ things. 

    i- touch   ii- smell      iii- taste 

3-Trees have strong and tall----------- trunks. 

 i- Green   ii- brown        iii- black 

4- The blue whole is the ---------------- animals on earth. 

 i- Smallest      ii- biggest       iii- tiny 

5- Roots grow under the ------------- 

  i- Soil             ii-water           iii-none 

6- We chew food with our----------------. 

  i-lips           ii- teeth           iii- legs 

7- We use our eyes to--------------- things. 

  i- touch        ii-smell          iii-taste 

8- Small plants have ----------- stem.  

  i- soft        ii- hard             iii-big 

Q#2:   Fill in the blanks.     /5 

 We use our sense of ------- to feel things.( touch/ smell) 

 We use our tongue to --------------food.( smell/ taste) 

   A banana tree has ----------- leaves. (big/ small) 

   Fish have -----------( fins/legs) 
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   We use our -------------to hold things.( hands/ legs) 

Q#3: Match column A with column B.     /4 

A B 

Roots Collect nectar 

Honeybee Get water 

Leaves Attract bees 

Flowers Make food 

Q#4: Answer the following short questions: -    /10 

1- Which part of plants attracts honeybees? 

 

 

2- How does the stem of a sunflower look like? 

 

 

3- How can you tell if a cup of tea is hot or cold? 

  

 

4- Can you name some other parts of the human body? 

 

 

5- Write the name of two animals that live on lands? 
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Q#5: Complete the spellings:     /5 

 

 

Q#6: Amazing; /3  

Does all desert plants have leaves? 

 

 

 

 

Q#7:Think about it :-  How is your sense related to taste?    /5 

 

 

 

Q#8: Activity ; /5 

Our sense helps us in many ways. They helps to protect us. Find out which sense 

helps in each situation. 
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Q#8: Colour and lable parts of this plants: /5 

 


